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Abstract
Double patterning photolithography (DPL) is considered one of the best solutions used for enabling 32 nm/22 nm technology.
In this paper, we propose a new technique for double patterning post decomposition conflict resolution. The algorithm is based on
lines positions encoding followed by code pattern matching. Experimental results show that the usage of encoded patterns decreases
the time needed for pattern matching and increases the matching accuracy. The overall manual problem solution time is reduced to
about 1%.
© 2016 Electronics Research Institute (ERI). Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1.  Introduction
Nowadays, the number of transistors per chip increases rapidly. The 193 nm wavelength used for fabrication is not
enough. Photolithography is a process used in the semiconductor fabrication to remove parts of a substrate selectively.
It uses light to transfer a geometric pattern from a photo mask to a light-sensitive chemical called “photo-resist” on the
substrate.
In DPL, the layout patterns are decomposed into two masks (colors), and manufactured through two exposures and
etch steps. If the spacing between two features (polygons) is less than a certain minimum coloring distance, they have to
be assigned opposite colors. However, a proper coloring is not always feasible. The distance between two neighboring
patterns in the same mask may be less than the minimum allowed distance due to complex pattern configurations. Due
to technical issues, the minimum allowed wavelength is 193 nm. In this case, a feature may need to be split into two
parts or the layout should be modified to resolve the conflict. Stitch insertion or layout modification decision is taken
based on several techniques. As the designs get more complicated, the need for process automation increases. Many
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Fig. 1. Feature size less than R.
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oFig. 2. Double-patterning idea. Line spacing greater than R for each layer.
esearchers tried several techniques to automate layout decomposition process. One of the most techniques used for
hotolithography is double patterning.
Correct-by-Construction and Construct-by-Correction are two types of solutions to double patterning problem. Both
olutions have many algorithms to determine the change of the design or the part that should be split with the minimum
ost (minimum number of splits). For example, converting the design into a graph then calculating the minimum
eighted perfect matching Xu and Chu (2010) or detecting a conflict cycle Ghaida et al. (2013). On the other hand,
ome algorithms depend on the usage of pattern matching to detect the most likely parts that may cause conflicts
ubinstein and Neureuther (2008). Moreover, a library of patterns may be used for finding the best split method by
attern matching to convert the design into a decomposition-friendly one Wang et al. (2013). Our proposed technique
s used for the second approach as an extra step before manual fix.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2, gives an overview of double patterning basics, a brief
escription of the line encoding technique for purpose of self-containment is given in Section 3. Our proposed algorithm
or solving it is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the implementation and testing results. Finally,
onclusions and recommendations are given in Section 6.
.  Double  patterning  basics
Double  patterning  is  a  lot  like  trying  to  create  an  intricate  oil  painting  using  a broom  Nassif and Nowka (2010).
ow, the minimum available is 193 nm Abou Ghaida (2010). If we try to print a design less than R  the result after
rinting will be as shown in Fig. 1
Therefore, the design should be split into two layers (blue and red layers for example). In this case, the distance
etween any two disconnected patterns in the same layer should be more than R  as shown in Fig. 2.
This method of double patterning is called LELE Mack (2008) (Litho-Etch–Litho-Etch). In this method, the first
ayer is printed (Litho) and etched then the second layer printed and etched. The alternative double patterning method
s called SADP Auth et al. (2008) (Self-Aligned Double-Patterning) also known as spacer double patterning and it is
ut of the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 3. Double patterning problem.Fig. 4. First solution – layout modification, second solution – stitch insertion.
The problem with double patterning is that, if we want to decompose the design in Fig. 3 into two layers there will
be a problem. We are not able to assign each pattern to a layer.
Correct-by-construction  depends on the avoidance of the occurrence of this problem using RDRs (Restrictive
Design Rules). Design rules (DRs) are a set of easy-to-verify process-specific geometric constraints that the design
layout must obey to ensure a certain level of manufacturability Abou Ghaida (2010). To increase patterns reliability
and ease the process variability in the sub-wavelength operation, process developers found a need for imposing extra
restrictions on the layout. These new restrictions are formulated as design rules and became known as RDRs.
The second type of solution called Construct-by-correction  allows layouts to have some lithographic failures known
as hotspots. At a later stage, hotspots are detected and fixed using incremental layout modification techniques. This
method is more popular for solving the double patterning conflict problem. For example, Mitra et al. (2005) proposed a
new post-routing hotspot removal. The main advantage of the method over the correct by construction is that it usually
results in a tolerable area overhead. On the other hand, its main disadvantage is the difficulty of automating the process.
The automated methods are unlikely to remove all hotspots. In this case, it needs a costly manual redesign to fix the
remaining hotspots.
For construct by correction type, there are two solutions as shown in Fig. 4. The first solution is to change the design
to meet the requirements. The second one is called stitch insertion where the design pattern is split into two parts to
meet the requirements. Of course, the pattern splitting cost should be taken into consideration.
In this work, we propose a technique to automate hotspots detection and removal using a line encoding technique.
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Fig. 5. Lines segments positions relations.
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.  Line  encoding  theoretical  background
Many graphical problems have a special constraint that graph lines must be either parallel or perpendicular. No other
ngles are allowed between any two lines. Fig. 5 Ibraheem and Darwish (2015) lists all possible relations between any
wo lines in 2D space.
As for the rotation, Fig. 6 shows the four possible different rotations. For example, the pattern figure 6.3 is encoded
s 103 where the first two digits “10” represent the pattern number – referring to Fig. 5 – and the last digit “3” is the
otation position. Some patterns e.g. 8 in Fig. 5 have only two rotations 1 and 2 because position 3 is exactly the same
s position 1 and position 4 is exactly the same as position 2.These relations are used to simplify the encoding system that will be described in details in the following section.
sing this encoding system, it is possible to convert any relation between two line segments to a three-digit integer.
his conversion simplifies and accelerates handling line segments problems as numerical problems instead of graphical
nes.
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4.  DPL  decomposition  using  lines  encoding
To solve the double patterning photolithography decomposition problem using lines encoding, it is required to
follow the following algorithm:
Inputs:
• A single layer design.
•  A database of conflicting segment positions.
Output:
• Two layers design to be printed.
Steps:
1. Make RDRs check.
2. Set Current Layer = Layer 1.
3. Pick a line segment. Call it current segment.
4. Assign the current segment to the current layer.
5. If there is a conflict with a previous segment set current layer to the alternative layer.
6. If there is also a conflict on the alternative layer
(a) Convert the relation between the three segments – the current segment, the conflicting segment in layer one and
the conflicting segment in layer two- to a numerical code using Figs. 5 and 6 codes.
(b) Search the database for the matching error pattern.
(i) Match segments relations code part.
(ii) Match segments rotations code part.
(c) If a matching pattern is found then replace the matched result with the alternative non-conflicting pattern.
(d) If no matching pattern is found, ask the user for manual fix and add the user fixation to the database.
7. If the design has more segments go to step 3 otherwise design process is complete.
The input is the design that is required to be printed using double patterning techniques. The error segment positions
in numerical patterns along with their possible solution are stored in a database in order to replace the conflicting
segments with non-conflicting alternatives. The output is the same design after splitting it into two layers to be printed.
Step one makes a general RDRs check – and any other pre-segmentation algorithms – to detect and resolve conflicts
as much as possible. Steps 2–5 try to assign each line segment to a layer with conflict avoidance. We should take
into consideration at step 3 that we must pick the segments of the patterns consisting of multiple connected segments
sequentially to avoid misplaced stitches.
Step six checks if there is a double patterning problem. If a problem is found, it converts it to the equivalent code as
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For example, the problem shown in Fig. 3 is converted to the code 08:2, 15:4, 16:4.1 This code is
written as a single number 1082154164 but it is split for illustration issue, the left most “1” is added to avoid preceding
“0” if found. This code means that there are two segments in position 8 rotated to the 2’s rotation, two segments in
position 15 rotated to the fourth rotation and finally two segments in position 16 rotated to the fourth rotation. The
code is sorted in ascending order to standardize later matching. It is noted that we use two digits for fast encoding.
After encoding the problem segments, the database is searched for the equivalent pattern. The database of patterns
contains the following line:2-12:1, 14-17:1, 14-17:1—s:c:c,b,a2
This line means the pattern “2-12:1, 14-17:1, 14-17:1” should be converted to “s:c:c,b,a”. The part “2-12:1” means
that the first part of the line segments code is in position between 2 and 12 and in the first rotation position. Therefore,
1 The symbol “:” describes the rotation of the pattern and read as “Rotated by”.
2 The symbol “-” describes the range. X-Y means a range from X to Y inclusively.
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to match our problem code to the database code it is matched in two steps. The first step is position matching and the
second one is rotation matching. For position matching, it is matched as follow:
08 matches “2-12” as 2 ≤  8 ≤12.
15 matches “14-17” as 14 ≤  15 ≤  17.
16 matches “14-17” as 14 ≤  16 ≤  17.
Therefore, the problem segments code matches the database segments pattern. What happens with the segment
rotation part? The rotation part is also matched as follows:
1,:1,:1 need to match:2,:4,:4
Let 1 match 4 (from the first part to the right). This means that the problem segments are rotated to the fourth
rotation. Then if the other two segment relations are rotated with the same rotation then all segments are rotated. It
is obvious that the middle part is also rotated to the fourth rotation. However, how does “:1” match “:2” in the first
part to the left? Referring to relations features in Figs. 5 and 6 08:2 is equivalent to 08:4. This means that left most
part matches both:2 and:4 alternatively. This illustrates the strength of this coding arrangement. It supports matching
multiple patterns with a single code. For example, codes 13:1, 13:2, 13:3 and 13:4 could be used interchangeably as
position 13 has no rotation options.
After the problem segments match the database pattern, it is required to convert the problem to the alternative
non-conflicting one. The patterns database says it should be converted to “s:c:c,b,a”. This means it is required to insert
a stitch “s” in the center “c” of the segment that is not included in the “first” code. The first code 08 is a relation between
two segments so the stitch insertion should be in the third segment. Other possible stitching solutions are s:r:Number  or
s:l:Number, which means the stitch insertion distance to the right, is Number  or to the left is Number  respectively. On
the other hand, if the problem solution needs layout modification instead of stitch insertion it is allowed to be encoded
in the same manner.
5.  Implementation
The line segments encoding for double patterning decomposition has been successfully implemented and tested
using randomly generated circuits. We generated 17211 different circuits with different sizes. In average about 250
line per circuit. These generated circuits contain 11201 circuit with double patterning problems. The double patterning
problems found in these circuits is 46434. We used about half of generated circuits (23013 problems) as a training set.
The training set detected 377 distinct problems codes. The solutions for these 377 cases are added manually. Fig. 7
Fig. 7. Sample solutions from the training set.
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shows sample training set solutions. The trained program is used to solve the test set. It solved 23391 out of 23421 test
pattern problems with 99.87% accuracy and it asked the user for decision 26 times to solve the remaining 30 patterns
that were not recognized. That means the overall needed user interaction is 403 instead of 46434 which is less than
1%.
To the authors knowledge this is the first lines segments encoding technique to be used for pattern matching. It is
used to solve different double patterning problems faster and more important ease the process of pattern matching.
Pattern matching generally is used as a final step just before the manual fix Wang et al. (2013). A working version of our
double patterning conflict resolution program is available at http://eng.cu.edu.eg/Users/Khaled/DPConflictSolver.zip.
6.  Conclusions
In this paper, we used line encoding for automating the process of double patterning design decomposition. The main
advantage of this technique is that it accelerates the process of pattern matching as it handles the patterns numerically
instead of the slower graphical mode. In addition, the patterns database is reusable for future design decomposition as
it learns from the user any extra patterns problems and solutions. Moreover, it could be used as a final check just before
the manual fix. The more the user uses the system the less user interaction is required as it adds the solved patterns to
the database to be used later. The technique is able to insert one or more stitches or change the lines segments positions
which is enough most of time. However in the future we plan to handle more cases where designs may need a complete
re-design step in order to solve the double patterning decomposition problem.
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